Invitation

Laying the Stumbling Stones for Meta Henle-Lichtenauer, Max Henle and Paul Henle.

Monday, December 1st 2014, 9 o´clock, Marktstrasse 7, 97447 Gerolzhofen

From now on, you will come across these little “milestones” in Gerolzhofen.

You can look at them, read them and understand them. You will find names and information relating to birth year and manner of death of the people who used to live here, who had their center of life, their families, their friends, their classmates – and their homes - right here.

We don’t exactly know where to find their graves or the places, where the last remnants of their existence, mostly ash, were carelessly scattered. But if their names are forgotten, the memory will completely disappear, too. At their previous residence we would like these people to be brought back to our lives. Not because we bear remorse, but because they were part of our former urban society.

The KulturForum has hosted an initiative for laying the so-called Stumbling Stones in Gerolzhofen. We would like to thank the current house owners for allowing the installation and the city of Gerolzhofen’s permission and preparation for the installing.

The installations were made possible through the endorsement by:

Mr. Michael Glos
(Federal Minister of Economics Off Duty, CDU) Stone for Meta Henle, 1883

nee Lichtenauer from Brünnau

SPD Local Association Gerolzhofen Stone for Max Henle, 1882

Network for Gerolzhofen – Geo – net Stone for Paul Henle, 1925

By participating in this event, you set a signal against violence and despotism and join the peaceful cooperation and coexistence of all people.

Burkhard Tebbe
1st Chairman KulturForum e.V.

Evamaria Bräuer
Councilmember

Account for donations: KulturForum e.V. – Stolpersteine
Bank Account: IBAN DE29 7935 0101 0021 327 648
BIC: BAYLADEM1KSW
info@kulturforum-gerolzhofen.de